PSBV30BT

32'' 2.0 Channel Convertible Soundbar
Wireless BT Streaming with Remote Control

To ensure you will be completely satisfied with this product, read and
understand this manual carefully before use. Keep the manual in a safe place.
The Operating Manual must be passed on to all subsequent users.

IMPORTANT SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

The lightning flash with arrowhead symbol within an equilateral triangle is
intended to alert the user to the presence of uninsulated dangerous voltage
within the product's enclosure that may be sufficient magnitude to constitute a
risk: of electric shock to humans.
The exclamation point within an equilateraltriangle is intended to alert the user
to the presence of important operating instructions and maintenance in the
literature accompanying the product.
This product should be operated only from the type of power source indicated
at the back. DO NOT locate the product where the power cord will be abused by
constant stepping on it. DO NOT allow anything to rest on the power cord.
The AC power plug shall remain readily operable. Unplug the power cord during
lightning storms or when not in used for a long period of time. DO NOT overload
wall outlets and extension cords as this can result fire or electric shock.
No objects filled with liquids, such as vase shall be placed on it. DO NOT install
the product near bathtub, washbowl, kitchen sink, laundry tub or any wet area.
DO NOT expose the product to dripping or splashing.
DO NOT install this product in a poorly ventilated or confined space.
When cleaning, unplug the power cord from the wall outlet.
DO NOT use strong solvents or liquid cleaners. Use a soft damp cloth for cleaning.
For stubborn dirt, use a cloth moistened with mild detergent then wipe the dirt
off. Use a soft dry cloth to wipe it dry.
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DO NOT attempt to fix the product yourself.
Opening or removing the cover may expose you to dangerous voltage or other
hazards. Refer servicing to a qualified service personnel.
NOTES:
Read instructions carefully and completely. Keep this user's manual for future
reference. Heed all warnings and follow all instructions.

Features:
• Built-in Class D Stereo Power Amplifier
• (4) 2” Full-range Drivers with Y35 Ferrite Magnets
• Forward-firing Speakers for Maximum SPL and Sound Staging
• Built-in BT Technology
• 3.5mm Auxiliary Input
• Optical Input
• USB/MicroSD card Input
• HDMI ARC Input
• Built-in LED lights

What's in the Box:
• Main Speakers
• Power Adaptor
• Remote Control

Technical Specifications
• MAX Power: 80W
• RMS Power: 30W
• AC Power Adapter: Input: 100-240V, 50/60Hz; Output: DC 18V/2A
• Impedance: 4 Ohm
• Frequency Response: 65Hz-20kHz
• Total Harmonic Distortion: ≤1%
• Supported Media Files: MP3 Audio
• AUX (LINE) Input: 2-Channel Analog Audio, 3.5mm
• Product Dimensions (L x W x H): 31.5'' x 2.4'' x 2.4'' -inches
NOTE: Technical specifications may vary without notice.
www.PyleUSA.com
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CONNECTIONS

SOUNDBAR BACK PANEL
1. ARC Input: Connect the TV or device HDMI (ARC) interface, tune the SoundBar
mode to HDMI and then switch the TV or device to the corresponding mode
to normal use.
2. Optical input: Connect the device to the optical interface, and change the
SoundBar mode to optical mode for use.
3. USB Input: To insert your USB flash drive (FAT32 file system) with MP3 audio
files for playback.
4. AUX Input: To connect the 2.1channel analog audio output of your TV set or
an external audio/Video player to the soundbar.
5. DC 18V Input: To connect the AC/DC adapter output included in the package.
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SOUNDBAR CONTROL PANEL FUNCTIONS
1. POWER: Press and hold to switch the soundbar power to "ON" or to
standby mode.
MODE: To select the audio input mode for playback or to select FM
radio operation.
2.

: To pause or to resume MP3 audio playback.
FM SCAN: Press and hold to perform auto-program of FM radio stations to its
preset channel number.

3.

: To play the next MP3 audio file or track number or to select the next preset
channel number of programmed FM radio stations.
VOL+: Press and hold to increase the total sound output level.

4.

: To play the previous MP3 audio file or track number or to select the previous
preset channel number of programmed FM radio stations.
VOL-: Press and hold to decrease the total sound output level.

NOTE:
Adjust the volume control to the proper level to avoid damage of the speakers
and/or to the internal circuit of the product.
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REMOTE CONTROL FUNCTIONS
1. POWER: To switch the power of the soundbar
to "ON" or to standby mode.
2. FUNCTION: To select the function to be
adjusted, VOLUME, TREBLE, BASS or the
SUBWOOFER level. Use the LEVEL + and the
LEVEL - buttons to adjust the sound level.
3. LEVEL-/LEVEL+: To adjust the sound level
of the selected function. Adjust proper levels
to avoid damage to the speakers and/or to
the internal circuit
4.
/ : To play the previous or the next file
or track number during USB, microSD or BT
MP3 audio playback.
CH-/CH+: To select previous or the next preset
channel number of programmed FM radio
stations.
5.
: To pause or to resume MP3 audio
playback.
SCAN: Press and hold to perform autoprogram of FM radio stations to its preset
channel numbers.
6. MODE: To select the audio input mode for
playback.
7. Movie mode: Set to accentuate the bass
effect while watching TV or movies
8. Music Mode: In the appreciation of music to
highlight the voice and musical instruments
and set the effect.
9. FUNCTION: To select the function to be
adjusted, VOLUME, TREBLE, BASS or the
SUBWOOFER level.
Use the LEVEL+ and the LEVEL- buttons to
adjust the sound level·
10. MUTE: To switch the sound to "ON" or "OFF".
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BASIC OPERATIONS
Plug the product to your household AC convenience outlet.
Switch the power of the product to ON.
Set the volume to low level and select the desired audio input.

Wireless BT Audio Streaming
When the power is switched to ON, Wireless BT (BT) mode is selected by default,
otherwise, press the BT button to select Wireless BT mode. Using your smartphone,
search the BT ID of the product for pairing then select to connect. The BT ID is
“PyleUSA”. Once connected, play audio files in your smartphone.
Play/Pause ( ), Previous ( ) and Next ( ) functions of the product may be
used to control the audio playback operation.
Adjust the volume controls to the proper level to avoid damage of the speakers
and/or to the internal circuit of the product. Press the FUNCTION button to select
the BASS, TREBLE or SUBWOOFER. Adjust the level of the selected function using
the LEVEL- and the LEVEL+ buttons according to your listening preferences.
You can also select the preset equalizer settings according to your choice.

AUX Input Operation
Press the AUX button to select the "AUX" input mode. Operate your gadget or
device connected to the product and adjust the volume to the proper level.
Soundbars usually used for TV sets, and connected to the audio output of the
TV set. Volume control of most TV sets cannot adjust the volume level of its
audio output. The volume level of the TV set can be adjusted by its volume
control when using the earphone output connection (if any) supported.
Use the Play/Pause ( ), Previous ( ) and Next ( ) functions to control the
MP3 audio playback operation.
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Questions? Issues?
We are here to help!
Phone: (1) 718-535-1800
Email: support@pyleusa.com

